Important deadlines:

- Submission (full paper): December 3, 2024
- Notification: February 2, 2025
- Registration: February 16, 2025
- Camera ready: March 2, 2025

Tracks:

- CYBERSECURITY: Trends in Cybersecurity
- TRENDS: Trends on monitoring with new technologies
- TRASI: Internet traffic surveillance and interception
- IPERF: Internet performance
- RTSEC: Security for Internet-based real-time systems
- DISAS: Disaster prevention and recovery
- EMERG: Networks and applications emergency services
- MONIT: End-to-end sampling, measurement, and monitoring
- REPORT: Experiences & lessons learnt in securing networks and applications
- USSAF: User safety, privacy, and protection over Internet
- SYVUL: Systems vulnerabilities
- SYDIA: Systems diagnosis
- CYBER-FRAUD: Cyber fraud
- BUSINESS: Business continuity
- RISK: Risk assessment
- TRUST: Privacy and trust in pervasive communications
- RIGHT: Digital rights management
- BIOTEC: Biometric techniques
- EMDRM: Enterprise & Media DRM